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A Residue Formula for Chern Classes Associated
with Logarithmic Connections

By Makoto OTSUKI
Department of Mathematics, Chiba University

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. J. A., Nov. 13, 1978)

1o Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex mani-
fold M, and D be a meromorphic connection of E. Under some as-
sumptions below, we have a relation between the residues of D and
the Chern classes of E. The purpose of this note is to state the re-
lation. Full details and proofs will be published elsewhere.

The author is very grateful to Prof. K. Aomoto for many valu-
able suggestions.

2, Let Z be the pole of D. We assume the following:
(H.1) Z is normal crossing,
(H.2) Let Z= LJ Z be the decomposition of Z into irreducible

components (N is a set of indices). Each Z is non-singular,
(H.3) D has a simple logarithmic pole along Z (see Deligne [3]),
(H.4) In the case when M is not compact, D is assumed to be

integrable.
Then the residue of D along Z, Res D, is well-defined as a holo-

morphic section of End (E)lz, the restriction of the endomorphism
bundle of E onto Z [3].

Let J= (]1, ]2, "", ]) bean element ofN=N N N (k times).
If among ], ], ..., ] there exists, p different indices, say ]*, ]*, ..., ]*,
put J*={]*, ]*,..., ]*} and let a be the number of ]* appearing in
J (1 =<m_<_p).

P
Define Zz,= Z,. This is a submanifold of M o codimension

=1

p, not necessarily connected. Let Zz,- z,(-) be the decomposition of

Z, into connected components.
It is known ([2], [3]).
Let c (A, A, ..., A) be the completely polarized orm of the k-

th Chern polynomial c(A) (A, A are matrices). Then for any element
J =(], ], ..., ]) in N,

c(Res, D, Res., D, ..., Res D)
is constant on each component ,-) by (H.4) or by the compactness o
M when M is compact. Denote this value by c (Resz D)).

A submanifold W of M of codimension p determines an element
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of H’(M), the Dolbeault cohomology group of M of type (p, p). We
denote it by %(W)., Now we can state the following

Theorem. In H.(M),
()c(E)--(--1)

JN m=l

where c(E) is the k-gh Chern class of E.
Remarks, (1) Let K be a -closed smooth curvature matrix of

E of type (1, 1). c(E) is the class in H,(M) represented by the (, )-

form c(.--1,K).2i

(2) In general, c(Res D) takes different values on various, com-
ponents

4, Let {U} be an open covering of M such that
(1) there exists a holomorphic frame e of E on U,
(2) each Z is defined by a holomorphic function f in U.
Then it holds that D(e)=D@e on U, where the latter D is a matrix

of 1-forms on U. The connection matrix D is explicity written for
each J e N as follows;

dfD= A +B, on U,
e, f

where A are matrices of holomorphic functions, on U and B, is a
matrix of 1-forms on U having a simple logarithmic pole along
Z,, s e J*.

Let [Z] be the line bundle determined by the divisor Z and D be
a smooth metric connection of [Z]. Put

B,=B,]z,,-- Res D.Dlz,.
j6J*

Then B, is a connection of Elz, with poles, along Z, Z,, s e J*.
Let D be a smooth metric connection of E. Put

L,=B,--D]z, on Z,.
Then we have the following

Proposition, L, is an End (E)-valued 1-form on Z, satisfying
the following:

(1) L,=
jeJ* sJ*

(2) Res, L,=Res, D for s e J*,
where K (resp. K) is the curvature matrix of the connection D
(resp. D).

Using the above proposition and a similar technique used by Bott
in [1], we can identify the both sides of the formula in the theorem as
cohomologies defined by currents on M of type (k, k).
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